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Are you looking for a program to convert VOB to iPod? With the software in this passage, you can
conveniently convert VOB file to iPod video (VOB to mp4). In addition, the software can do much
more than that. Check its extra features now!

VOB to iPod Converter is a widely used video converter to convert VOB video files to proper video
file that are supported by iPod and PSP. Besides that, it is an all-in-one video converter, which could
convert video in various formats to iPod (check below supported formats). It can also convert video
files into audio formats including MP3 MP2 WMA WAV AC3 M4A OGG etc.

Compared with other similar video converter, it provides the expert options to control the quality of
output video file. An easy-to-use interface enables you to quickly convert VOB to iPod without
frequently consulting reference materials.

Supported formats:

For input video file format:

MPEG, WMV, ASF, AVI, MPEG4(mp4),3GP, DV, Real Video, FLV, PSP video, iPod Video, WMA,
WAV;

For output video file Format:

AVI, MPEG, PSP Video file, ASF,iPod Video,MOV,DivX,3GP,3GPP2,RM,WMV,VOB;

Note: The software is specially designed for windows system; if you are a Mac user, find converter
compatible with Mac OS.

User guide:

Free download VOB to iPod Converter and install it, and then follow this guide to convert VOB to
iPod.

* Step 1. Load VOB files by clicking Add Video File option in file menu or in tool bar.

* Step 2. Click Output Profile to choose the output format you need convert to.

* Step 3. Click "Quick Convert" in tool bar to start converting VOB files. After that, transfer the files in
output folder to iTunes by dragging or clicking "File -> Add File to Library". Now, you can enjoy them
on iTunes. Then hit "File -> Update iPod" to sync to your iPod.

Tip: If you want to make more settings for output file, choose the source file at first, otherwise, the
settings are grey and unavailable. With so many properties to set for output video, you can get a
better iPod video fitting your needs.

That's the easy guide of VOB to iPod Converter. No matter you are newbie or experienced users,
you can finish the conversion with only a few clicks. With it, you could convert VOB to iPod with high
quality, and freely enjoy them whenever you want.
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In addition, it is only 3 MB. You can free download the conversion software from Hodosoft download
website instantly to convert any video format to iPod as you like!

What is VOB?

VOB stands for DVD Video Object. The VOB file, one of the core files found on DVD-Video discs, is
based on MPEG-2 program stream format, but with additional limitations and specifications in the
private streams. It contains the multiplexed Dolby Digital audio (normally AC3 format) and MPEG-2
video, Subtitle, and Menu contents in stream format.
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